
HOW TO WRITE A TWO STEP WORD PROBLEM

Videos, examples, solutions, and lessons to help Grade 3 students learn to solve two-step word problems using the four
operations. Represent these problems.

She pours equal amounts into 4 different cups. How much do I spend altogether? How much juice is left? The
soccer club is going on a trip to the fair. Word problems also help children to familiarise themselves with
mathematical language and terms such as: fewer, altogether, difference, more, share, multiply, subtract, equal,
reduced, etc. She eats 3 of the plums I have given her. They may come across problems similar to the
following: Karen has a jug with 0. They might be given the following problem: Becky says: I bought 20
apples. On a vacation, your family travels miles on the first day, miles on the second day, and 34 miles on the
third day. If a child was confident in working with decimals, they might work out 0. His goal is to run 25
miles. Example: Two boxes of pencils and three loose pencils yield a total of 13 pencils. Use context and
common sense to approximate or check the accuracy of answers Example: Show Step-by-step Solutions Solve
two-step word problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity This video illustrates
how students can learn to represent word problems using a letter to stand for the unknown Common Core
Standard 3. Access thousands of brilliant resources to help your child be the best they can be. Keiran says: I
bought 20 apples. Word problems: two-step problems in KS2 A two-step problem is a word problem that
requires two operations to solve it, for example: I buy a magazine costing 83p and a pencil costing 45p. Word
problems: multi-step problems in KS2 In Year 6, children have to solve multi-step problems, which means a
problem that has more than two steps. Example: Mike runs 2 miles a day. If he uses 90 points to earn free time
on a computer, how many points will he have left? This week he earned 37 points. I pay with a voucher that
gives me 20p off the things I am buying. This is why teachers try to include word problems in their maths
lessons as often as possible. How to write equations using a letter for the unknown number? Example: Jerry
earned points at school last week. We welcome your feedback, comments and questions about this site or
page. How much do I spend? One her friends drinks the juice in one of the cups. More like this. You can use
the free Mathway calculator and problem solver below to practice Algebra or other math topics. They could do
this using the grid method or by short multiplication. Who gets the best deal? How many plums does she have
left? How many pencils are in each box?


